From: JPL-NMO Freedom of Information Act Public Liaison Office <JPL-FOIA@nasa.gov>
Subject: RE: Request for Curiosity Data (FOIA Request 14-JPL-F-00172 (Formerly 14-HQ-F00148))-AMENDED
Date: January 14, 2014 2:24:37 PM EST
To: "Gilbert.Levin@______" <Gilbert.Levin@______>
THIS IS AN AMENDED RESPONSE‐AMENDED PORTIONS ARE HIGHLIGHTED
LP040/NMO

January 14, 2014

Dr. Gilbert Levin
gilbert.levin@_____
___
Palm Beach, FL 33480-___
Re: FOIA Request 14-JPL-F-00172 (Formerly 14-HQ-F-00148)
Dear Dr. Levin:
Your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for release of information from the files of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was referred by NASA Headquarters
and received in FOIA processing at the NASA Management Office-Jet Propulsion Laboratory
on December 20, 2013. You requested the following:
“…data obtained, but not released to the public, from experiments and analyses
performed by the Mars Science Laboratory rover "Curiosity." Specifically, I request:
1. the data obtained by the liquid extraction method included in SAM for
analyzing organic compounds in the Martian surface material and in scrapings from
rocks;
2. hi-resolution, close-up images taken by the Mars Hand Lens Imager of some
of the many green spots Curiosity's released images show on numerous rocks.”
The following is an amended response to your request. For part one of your request, I could
not locate any responsive Government records. Please be advised that the liquid extraction
protocol of SAM has not yet been used on Mars. The methods that will be used for this liquid
extraction are fully described in the attached open literature. For part two of your request,
please be advised that all of the raw MAHLI images are released to the public on the JPL web
site (http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/raw/). The MAHLI images go out usually in less
than an hour after arriving on Earth; their distribution is automated. In addition, after the data
are validated, they are also released, along with ancillary information, calibrated products, etc.,
to NASA's permanent PDS archives
(http://pds-imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/volumes/msl.html).
You have appeal rights concerning this action.
You may appeal this initial determination to the NASA Administrator. Your appeal must: (1) be
addressed to the Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),

Mail Stop: FOIA, Room 9J74, 300 E Street, SW, Washington, DC 20546, ATTN: FOIA
Appeals, (2) be identified clearly on the envelope and in the letter as an “Appeal under the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA); (3) include a copy of the request for the agency record,
and a copy of the adverse initial determination; (4) state, to the extent possible, the reasons
why you believe the initial determination should be reversed; and (5) be sent to the
Administrator with thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the receipt of this initial
determination.
You did not provide sufficient information for me to make a decision regarding your request for
a fee waiver. However, in this case since the information you requested is available publicly at
no cost, and, per NASA Regulations [14 CFR Sec 1206.700], the fee to process your request
was under the $15.00 threshold, your fee waiver is a moot point.
I trust this will be of assistance to you. Thank you.
So we may improve our FOIA Program, please complete a short survey at the following web
site:
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/FOIA/jpl/foia_survey.htm
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Dennis B. Mahon
Freedom of Information Act Public Liaison Officer,
Records Manager, Privacy Act Manager andAudit Liaison Representative
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Suite LP040
NASA Management Office
4800 Oak Grove Drive,
MS 180-200K
Pasadena, CA 91109-8001
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/FOIA/jpl/index.htm

Phone: (818) 393-6779

Fax: (818) 393-3160

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Gilbert Levin [mailto:Gilbert.Levin@_____]
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:34 AM
To: HQ‐FOIA
Subject: Re: Request for Curiosity Data
Importance: High
Good Morning, Ms. Sibley,
My complete mailing address is:
Gilbert V. Levin
_________
____
Palm Beach, FL 33480
At times of the year, I reside in Arizona and Maryland, but my mail should always be
sent to my Florida residence from which it is forwarded when I am elsewhere.
I much appreciate your prompt response, and hope it is indicative of the pace at which
the FOIA will be processed.
Sincerely,
Gil Levin
On Dec 11, 2013, at 7:48 AM, HQ‐FOIA <hq‐foia@nasa.gov> wrote:
Good Morning Mr. Levin,
Please provide us with your complete mailing address.
Sincerely,
Josephine (Jo) Sibley
NASA, Headquarters
FOIA Officer
300 East Street, SW

Stop: 5Q16
Washington, DC 20546
WORK: 202‐358‐2462
FAX: 202‐358‐4332
"CARPE DIEM"

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Gilbert Levin [mailto:Gilbert.Levin@____]
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 1:03 PM
To: foia@hq.nasa.gov
Subject: Request for Curiosity Data
December 9, 2013
foia@hq.nasa.gov
HQFOIA Officer
Room 2 X71
300 E Street, SW
Washington, DC 20546
ATTN: Ms. Josephine Sibley
Dear Ms. Sibley:
Please accept and respond to this FOIA.
I seek data obtained, but not released to the public, from experiments and
analyses performed by the Mars Science Laboratory rover "Curiosity." Specifically, I
request:
1. the data obtained by the liquid extraction method included in SAM for
analyzing organic compounds in the Martian surface material and in scrapings from
rocks;
2. hi‐resolution, close‐up images taken by the Mars Hand Lens Imager of some
of the many green spots Curiosity's released images show on numerous rocks.
I am adjunct professor in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (the Beyond
Center for Fundamental Concepts in Science) at the Arizona State University, and am

Honorary Professor of Astrobiology at the University of Buckingham, UK.
I was Experimenter of the Viking Mission Labeled Release (LR) life detection
experiment landed and successfully performed on Mars in 1976. I and my Co‐
Experimenter, Dr. Patricia Ann Straat, along with many colleagues, have concluded that
the LR detected living microorganisms in the topsoil at both Viking landing sites. The
information I seek with this FOIA may be of great import to that conclusion. As a
consequence, I believe the requested data should promptly be made available and free
of charge inasmuch as the public taxes have already paid for the entire mission. The
legacy of Viking includes holding science news conferences soon after acquisition of
experiment results.
The Viking LR executed nine tests on Mars. Four were strongly positive, and five
were control runs, all of which supported that the positive tests had detected life.
Although the pre‐mission criteria accepted by NASA as evidence for life were more than
satisfied, that interpretation of the data was not accepted. Many alternatives have
been raised to explain away the evidence for life over the intervening 37 years. None
has withstood scientific scrutiny, although two have persisted: the lack of organic
material on Mars as indicated by the failure of the Viking molecular analysis (GCMS)
instrument to find any; the supposed lack of liquid water in the surface material. Over
the past several years, several scientific papers have concluded that the Viking GCMS
may have failed because of inherent problems, or because it lacked sufficient
sensitivity. Moreover, it has recently been claimed that organic matter reported by the
Viking GCMS was indigenous to Mars and not terrestrial contamination as claimed at the
time. Also, several Mars missions, including Curiosity, have confirmed liquid water in
the Martian soil in amounts above those supporting microbial life in desert areas on
Earth. In recent years, as relevant data from Mars and Earth have accumulated, a
number of scientists have come to accept that the Viking LR detected life, but the
consensus remains against that conclusion. Unfortunately, since Viking, no life
detection experiments have been sent to Mars.
However, more than a score of landers and rovers, none of which were sterilized
per COSPAR requirements, have impacted and roamed the surface, impugning future
life detection experiments because of possible terrestrial contamination. Therefore, the
Viking LR data are the only pristine life detection data we will ever have from Mars.
Curiosity contains instruments that can possibly resolve the organics and liquid water
issues that have been cited to deny the LR evidence for life.

ChemCam and SAM have the ability to determine the presence of organic
matter in soil or rock. SAM contains a liquid extraction method of analyzing for organic
compounds without heating the sample that possibly destroyed complex organic matter
in the Viking GCMS and the Curiosity GCMS. While Curiosity has reported the possible
presence of simple organic compounds, support for the LR would be in the form of more
complex organics. This is what the SAM liquid extraction method can deliver. Curiosity
landed on Mars in August 2012. Knowing the hazards that can befall spacecraft and
their communications, it would seem only prudent that critical assays, such as the
search for complex organics, be performed early in the mission. Thus, it seems likely
these have been done. However, no such results have been reported.
Soon after landing, Curiosity released color images of the site that contained
rocks with green patches on them, as was seen by Viking. Spectral analysis of those
patches by the Viking Imaging system that measured color frequency, intensity, hue and
saturation, found them to be consistent with the same analysis of terrestrial lichen on
rocks. However, the Viking cameras did not have the resolution great enough to
examine the colored patches for possible indications of biology, such as lobate patterns,
thalli or other life‐like forms. Curiosity's Mars Hand Lens Imager, with the reported
ability to resolve features less than a fraction of the width of a human hair, has that
ability. While many thousands of Curiosity's images have been released, none is of a
close‐up, hi‐resolution image of such a colored patch. The principal investigator of the
Curiosity camera systems told me he intended to take such images, so it seems likely
this has been done. Despite my personal requests to him, none has been released.
The issue of life beyond Earth, and, specifically life on Mars, remains a high
NASA priority. The requested data could have important impact on current and planned
planetary investigation programs by the astrobiology community, affecting many
millions of dollars in budgets. Not only is the question of whether we are alone of
paramount scientific importance, the lay public in the U.S. and worldwide have long had
an intense interest in the answer that could better define our place in the universe. For
all of these reasons, I hereby request prompt release of the data identified above.
Thank you,
Gilbert V. Levin, PhD
gilbert.levin@_____
Cell phone: ___ ___ ____

